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he use of a personal shorthand, including systematic abbreviations, is 
found in Russell’s extensive, unpublished notes on lectures he attended 

in 1893–98, notes on such philosophers as Lotze, Leibniz, Frege and Meinong, 
and outlines for writings at any age. While special shorthand symbols are few, 
abbreviations are extensive and managed with raised letters, apostrophes and 
periods. The system is not always consistent, with some terms having a variety 
of forms. Context is crucial. His note-taking at lectures required speed and a 
flexible vocabulary, and he (and we) could easily generate new abbreviations 
and vary old ones on the fly. Acronyms are few although they include G. A., 
D. V. and B. V. M. His historical antecedents are unknown, but he had honed 
his use of a code in the “Greek Exercises” with Greek letters and vocabulary.  
 To abbreviate a singular term, under a single final letter that he super-
scripted, he would place a dot (or very abbreviated line), but would underline 
more than one raised letter. Since that is what is seen in the manuscripts, the 
distinction is followed here with the shorthand coming first to aid consulta-
tion. Less extensive lists appeared in Papers 1–6, without the dot or underlining 
of superscripted letters, and ordered by the expansions. An alternative way to 
expand Russell’s shorthand is to italicize the expansion. E.g., “accṇ” would 
become “acceleration”. This approach would have the virtue of searchability, 
which the use of brackets (“acc[eleratio]n”) lacks. 
 Russell’s shorthand enabled him to write easily understood, literate notes 
and outlines, and he used the system into old age. An example is this note: 
“K’s solṇ won’t do, for moral acṇ is in t. & phenal. If, as acns in t., they are detḍ, 
don’t get freedom, which L’s soul reqṣ.”1 The cpbr lists are combined below, 
as is shorthand in the notes and marginalia on Leibniz and Lotze and (thanks 
to Andy Bone) letters to Ottoline Morrell. While the list assists in expanding 
Russell’s shorthand, it may not work in reverse. Assume that singular forms 
of plurals drop the “s”. Standard abbreviations and most names are excluded. 
 
1  “Kant’s solution won’t do, for moral action is in time and phenomenal. If, as actions 

in time, they are determined, don’t get freedom, which Lotze’s soul requires” 
(McTaggart’s “Lectures on [the Logic of] Lotze” , Rec. Acq. 385; original at Texas). 
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abṭ  about 
abs. absolute 
absly absolutely 
abste absolute 
abstr abstract 
abstr. abstract 
acns actions 
accṇ acceleration 
ṇ addition 

adjṣ adjectives 
adjves adjectives 
analytal analytical 
∠lar angular 
∠ṣ angles 
A. R. Anharmonic 

Ratio 
a. v. apparent varia-

ble 
ap. var. apparent var-

iable 
app. vars. apparent 

variables 
applicṇ application 
aric arithmetic 
Arl’̣s Aristotle’s 
Arle Aristotle 
argṭ argument 
Aristṇ Aristotelian 
arithc̣  arithmetic 
arithmal arithmetical 
assumpn assumption 
astronal astronomical 
attracṇ attraction 
ax. axiom 
axes axioms 
axṣ axioms 
∵ because 
B. V. M. Blessed Vir-

gin Mary 
betw. between 
Brỵ Bradley 
c. g. centre of gravity 

c. s. curvature of 
space 

c. & e. cause and ef-
fect 

cḍ could 
cḍn’t couldn’t 
calc. calculus 
catal categorical 
cats. categories 
Charạ Unṣ Charac-

teristica Universalis 
⊙ circle 
⊙’s circles 
circums. circum-

stances 
classf ṇ classification 
classif ṇ classification 
collṇ collection 
collecṇ collection 
communicṇ commu-

nication 
compts components 
concḍ conceived 
concns conceptions 
conclns conclusions 
condal conditional 
condns conditions 
configṇ configuration 
consṇ conservation 
conscness conscious-

ness 
const. constant 
constent constituent 
constṇ constitution 
consttes constitutes 
constts constituents 
constr. construct 
constrns construc-

tions 
contrṇ contradiction 
contradicns contra-

dictions 

Coop.  Cooperative 
coords. coordinates 
cor. corollary 
corrce correspond-

ence 
corrḍ correspond 
corrg̣ corresponding 
corrṣ corresponds 
cp. compare 
cpres compares 
cpsons comparisons 
cptve comparative 
dọ ditto 
… ditto 
D. V. Deus Volant 
DC. Descartes 
dedṇ deduction 
dedve deductive 
def ḍ defined 
def te definite 
defs definitions 
Dem.  Democratic 
demns demonstra-

tions 
demonstrve demon-

strative 
detḍ determined 
detṇ determination 
detne determine 
dette determinate 
deterṃ determinism 
Dfs definitions 
diff. differential 
diff ces differences 
diff ed differentiated 
diff ly differently 
diff ṭ different / diffi-

cult 
diff ỵ difficulty 
differns differentia-

tions 
diffiỵ  difficulty 
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difft. differentiate 
dim. dimension 
dimal dimensional 
dimṣ dimensions 
direcns directions 
dispte disparate 
displts displacements 
distce distance 
distḍ distinguished 
disted distinguished 
distes distinguishes 
distg̣ distinguishing 
distns distinctions 
distsh distinguish 
distshes distinguishes 
distrṇ distribution 
ṇ division 

dynal dynamical 
dynally dynamically 
dyncs dynamics 
: tic elliptic 
empal empirical 
eqṃ equilibrium 
eqns equations 
equalỵ equality 
equilal equilateral 
≡ equivalent to 
Erd. Erdmann 
Euc. Euclid 
Euclan Euclidean 
Eucliṇ Euclidean 
everyṭ everything 
everyƟ everything 
ex. exists 
exṣ examples 
expces experiences 
experial experimental 
explḍ explained 
explns explanations 
expṭ experiment 
f. form 
F. Freedom 

figs. figures 
foal functional 
fo. function 
fos. functions 
F. O.  Foreign Office 
fracns fractions 
fundal fundamental 
fut. future 
G. Gerhardt 
G. A. God Almighty 
Garsṇ Garsington 
genal general 
Geom. Geometry 
geomal geometrical 
geomally geometri-

cally 
geomly geometrically 
geomỵ geometry 
gravṇ gravitation 
heterog. heterogene-

ous 
homog. homogene-

nous 
homogỵ homogeneity 
hp hypothesis	
hp. hypothesis 
ͽͼlic hyperbolic 
hum. human 
hypal hypothetical 
hyps. hypotheses 
I. of I. Identity of In-

discernibles 
imagṇ imagination 
impṭ important 
imperfecṇ imperfec-

tion 
incr. increase 
indṇ induction 
indepṭ independent 
indiff ṭ indifferent 
indistishle indistin-

guishable 

indivṣ individuals 
indivs. individuals 
inequalỵ inequality 
inf. infinitum 
inferce inference 
∞ infinity 
∞ly infinitely 
∞te infinite 
infesals infinitesimals 
inital initial 
int. integral 
intve intuitive 
interacns interactions 
intersecṇ intersection 

 is greater than 
jṣ judgments 
j’s judgments 
J. C. Jesus Christ 
K. Kant 
K. E. kinetic energy 
kn. knowledge 
L. Leibniz / Leibnitz 

/ Lotze 
Lḍ Lord 
Lỵ Lady 
Log. Logic 
logal logical 
logly logically 
lt. limit 
lted limited 
ltg̣ limiting 
ltns limitations 
m′ matter 
m′. matter 
m′’s matters 
m″ motion 
m″’s motions 
m’n motion 
m-m′ matter-mind 
matal material 
matsm materialism 
mathal mathematical 
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Mathcs Mathematics 
Mathṣ Mathematics 
McT. McTaggart 
mechal mechanical 
mechṃ mechanism 
mem. memorandum 
Metcs Metaphysics 
metly metaphysically 
metaal metaphysical 
Metaỵ Metageome-

try 
metrly metrically 
mg. meaning 
mgntsm. magnetism 
mgntudes. magni-

tudes 
min. minimum 
minal minimal 
modif ṇ modification 
Mon. Monadology 
mort. mortal 
nos numbers 
nos. numbers 
nat. nature 

ve negative 
Nn. Newton 
non-mathematian 

non-mathematician 
non-mathns non-

mathematicians 
 not equal to 

objṇ objection 
objve objective 
objs. objects 
obs. observe 
obsns observations 
ontal ontological 
1–1 one-to-one 
∥ls parallels 
p. pleasure 
p′ pain 
P. E. Potential En-

ergy 
P-e. Hỵ Pre-estab-

lished Harmony 
Pi primitive 
P. I. primitive idea 
p. i. primitive idea 
P. i. primitive idea 
P.p′. pleasure and 

pain 
p.p′ pleasure and 

pain 
P. & p′. pleasure and 

pain 
p. & p′ pleasure and 

pain 
pp′ pleasure pain 
p-p′ pleasure pain 
Parlry Parliamentary 
partar particular 
partle particle 
partṣ particles 
percḍ perceived 
percepns perceptions 
perf. perfect 
perf ly perfectly 
perf ṇ perfection 
ṛ perpendicular 

ph. philosophy / 
physics 

phỵ philosophy 
phers philosophers 
phenạ phenomena 
phenal phenomenal 
phenon phenomenon 
Phil. of Hist. Philos-

ophy of History 
philal philosophical 
physal physical 
P. L.  Pembroke 

Lodge 
PL’s Plato’s 
plṣ planes 

 plus 
ve positive 

polarizṇ polarization 
posns positions 
postes postulates 
Pp primitive propo-

sition 
Pps primitive propo-

sitions 
pr. prove 
prḍ proved 
prṣ proves 
pre-estabḍ pre-estab-

lished 
pred. predicate 
prelim. preliminary 
Pns Presentations 
Princ. Mathạ Princi- 
 pia Mathematica 
princles principles 
princṣ principles 
prod. product 
projly projectively 
projve projective 
propal proportional / 

propositional 
propal posṇ proposi-

tional position 
propṇ proportion 
props. properties / 

propositions 
psychal psychological 
Psychỵ Psychology 
pts. points 
putg̣ putting 
quadal quadrilateral 
quadṣ quadrilaterals 
qualve qualitative 
qualṣ qualities 
qualỵ quality 
quantṣ quantities 
quantve quantitative 
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quantỵ quantity 
R. Russell 
rat. ratio 
ratl rational 
reacns reactions 
recḍ received 
rectar rectilinear 
red. ad abs. reductio 

ad absurdum 
ref ces references 
reflecṇ reflection 
relly relatively 
relns relations 
relve relative 
relatỵ relativity 
repubsm republican-

ism 
reqḍ required 
reqṣ requires 
reqd. required 
reqs. requires 
resp. respect 
resply respectively 
resurrṇ resurrection 
revṇ revolution 
rotg̣ rotating 
rotṇ rotation 
rt. ∠ṣ right angles 
s. space 
S-B Schröder–Bern-

stein 
S. R. Sufficient Rea-

son 
2ndary secondary 
sensṇ sensation 
shḍ should 
shḍn’t shouldn’t 
simar similar 
simly similarly 
simỵ similarly 
sitns situations 
Soc. Socrates 

socỵ society 
solṇ solution 
Sp. Spinoza 
spṣ species 
spheral spherical 
sq. rt. square root 
S. S. Shilling Shocker 
standpt. standpoint 
stinks science 
str. straight 
substce substance 
subjṣ subjects 
subjve subjective 
substces substances 
substed substituted 
substns substitutions 
substte substitute 
substiṇ substitution 
g̣ subtracting 

subtrṇ subtraction 
suff  ṭ sufficient 
supernatal supernat-

ural 
surf. surface 
syllsm syllogism 
symbal symbolical 
symmal symmetrical 
synthic synthetic 
Szạ Spinoza 
t. time 
T. H. Telegraph 

House 
tdron tetrahedron 
4dron tetrahedron 
∴ therefore 
3-dimal three-dimen-

sional 
Ɵs things 
Ɵ’s things 
Ɵṣ things 
th. thought 
thṣ thoughts 

theol. theology 
theolỵ theology 
tog. together 
Tr. Ac. Transcen-

dental Aesthetic 
Trans. Aesth. Tran-

scendental Aes-
thetic 

transve transitive 
transmigṇ transmi-

gration 
transp. transposition 
∆ṣ triangles 
Trig. Trigonometry 
ts things 
u. unit 
Uṣ Uncles 
ult. ultimate 
ultly ultimately 
unXtian unChristian 
unival / univl ̣ univer-

sal 
Utan Utilitarian 
v. c. vicious circle 
v. impṭ very im-

portant 
v. s. vinculum sub-

stantiale 
v. v. vice versa 
val. value 

 vary as 
vel. velocity 
vol. volume 
wd. would 
wḍn’t wouldn’t 
wh. which 
X Cross 
xṇ	 multiplication 
Xṇ multiplication 
Xve multiplicative 
Xtian Christian 
Xtianitỵ Christianity 


